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MAXIMA QL Support

Maxima MX30 QL / Gold Mount / Pro Set
includes:
- Maxima QL, Gold Mount K2.0013398
- Wireless Remote for Maxima, TRINITY,Gen1 K2.0010337
- Cam Power, Cine, 12V, HiCap, ALEXA K2.0010638
- Cam Power, Cine, 12V, HiCap, ALEXA Mini K2.0010640
- Cam Power, Cine, 12V, XLR, HiCap K2.0010470
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-Zero K2.0041201

Maxima MX30 QL / V-Mount / Pro Set
includes:
- Maxima QL, Handheld, V-Mount K2.0010337
- Cam Power, Cine, 12V, HiCap, ALEXA K2.0010638
- Cam Power, Cine, 12V, HiCap, ALEXA Mini K2.0010640
- Cam Power, Cine, 12V, XLR, HiCap K2.0010470
- Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-Zero K2.0041201

MAXIMA Mounting Basic Set
includes:
- Top Holder for Maxima K2.0010336
- Spider for Maxima K2.0010425

MAXIMA Mounting Pro Set
includes:
- Top Holder for Maxima K2.0010336
- Spider for Maxima K2.0010425
- Euro Mount for Spider K2.0010426
- Mitchell Mount for Spider K2.0010427

Spider / Mounting Sets

MAXIMA Mounting Plate K2.0014909

Mounting

Maxima Mounting Plate K2.0014909

3rd Party Support Systems

Easy Rig

Black Arm

3rd Party Dollies & Tripods

Dollie with Euro Mount

Tripod with Mitchell Mount

Vest / Arms / Arm Posts

artemis Vest K2.0010333

artemis Spring Arm Carbon

Arms

Arm Post Clamp Ring 5/8" K2.0010510

Arm Post 10" - Ø 5/8" K2.0010455
Arm Post 12" - Ø 5/8" K2.0010456

Arms

artemis Vest K2.0010333

Vest

Belt Keeper K2.0010538

Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-Zero K2.0041201

SAM-1 Stabilizer Adapter Mount for ALEXA K2.0018851

SAM-2 Stabilizer Adapter Mount for ALEXA Mini K2.0014215

SAM-3 Stabilizer Adapter Mount for AMIRA K2.0014909

Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-Zero K2.0041201

Short QL Plate Gen2 for SRH-3, TRINITY, MAXIMA K2.0019295

Long QL Plate Gen2 for SRH-3, TRINITY, MAXIMA K2.0019294

Extra long QL Plate Gen 2 for SRH-3, TRINITY, MAXIMA K2.0033425

Counterweight Set, 150 gr, 300 gr K2.0010529

Hard Case for Maxima MX30 K2.0010529
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